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Abstract

This paper presents a novel image-based method for es-

timating BRDF information. The goal is to determine the

dependence of the reflected radiance on the surface orien-

tation for any given illumination direction. The proposed

method consists of two stages. In the first stage, the polar-

ization state of light reflected from an object of unknown

shape is analysed using a linear polarizer and digital cam-

era. This is interpreted using Fresnel theory to estimate

a field of surface normals. This stage of the algorithm is

largely based on existing ideas. In the second stage, a 3D

histogram of surface normals and measured pixel bright-

nesses is constructed. The BRDF is recovered by fitting an

arbitrary surface to this histogram data using simulated an-

nealing and elastica. The experiments presented in this pa-

per show that realistic image rendering is possible based on

the recovered BRDFs of smooth dielectric materials.

1. Introduction

Detailed material reflectance determination is key to

many tasks in computer graphics and computer vision. In

graphics, reflectance properties are essential for realistic im-

age rendering. For vision, they are used for surface analy-

sis. Usually, reflectance properties are characterised using

the bidirectional reflectance distribution function, or BRDF

[4]. The BRDF accounts for the reflected radiance distribu-

tion from a surface for any given light source direction.

The BRDF has four angular degrees of freedom, but for

some applications it is not necessary for it to be recovered

in full. For example, in some surface reconstruction algo-

rithms, it is only necessary to know the relationship between

the surface orientation and the reflected radiance for the cur-

rent illumination distribution [1]. The estimation of this re-

lationship is the main aim of this paper. The method pre-

sented uses polarization to fit a 2D surface, representing a

portion of the BRDF, to measured image data.

∗This work was carried out while the author was at the University of

York

Previous efforts to estimate BRDFs can be broadly di-

vided into two categories based on whether the approach is

theoretical or experimental. Theoretical methods attempt to

predict the BRDF using either ray or wave optics, or by us-

ing a semi-empirical methods that give phenomenological

agreement with measured data. For example, the Phong

model [13] has been widely used in graphics for several

decades. The model has no physical basis, but has been

shown to allow visually impressive image rendering. Tor-

rance and Sparrow [16] attempted to incorporate more re-

alistic ideas by modelling rough surfaces as arrays of V-

shaped grooves that can be parameterized by a small num-

ber of roughness coefficients. Ray optics were then used to

predict the distribution of the reflected light. Wolff [17] de-

veloped a model restricted to smooth surfaces entirely based

on real physics. He showed how internal light scattering af-

fects the reflected light distribution by using results from

Fresnel theory and radiative transfer theory.

Experimental BRDF estimation methods can be either

image-based or photometer-based. The most direct methods

use gonioreflectometers [7]. These devices use photome-

ters to measure the reflected radiance from a planar sam-

ple of the material as the light source direction and/or the

sample orientation are adjusted. Although these methods

are the most accurate and reliable, they are also very time-

consuming and not always practical. Marschner et al. [8]

greatly reduced experimental BRDF acquisition time by re-

placing the photometer with a camera and the planar sample

with a spherical one. This effectively allowed many mea-

surements to be made simultaneously.

Robles-Kelly and Hancock [14] proposed a purely

image-based method for reflectance function estimation

from a single view. Their idea was to determine a map-

ping from a single image onto a Gauss sphere using the cu-

mulative distribution of intensity gradients. Atkinson and

Hancock [1] also proposed an image based approach. Their

method used polarization to obtain the mapping. Unfortu-

nately, both of these methods are restricted to the case where

the light source and camera directions are identical.

The method that is presented in this paper consists of two
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main stages. In the first stage, a linear polarizer and a digital

camera are used to ambiguously estimate a field of surface

normals from Fresnel theory. These estimates are disam-

biguated using a simple method based on ideas from pho-

tometric stereo [19]. This first stage of the proposed tech-

nique is mainly based on existing methods and is described

in Section 2. The second stage of the technique, which is en-

tirely novel, aims to construct a BRDF from the estimated

surface normals and the measured pixel brightnesses. This

is done by fitting a surface (a representation of the BRDF)

to a 3D histogram of surface orientations and pixel bright-

nesses. Simulated annealing is used for this task, where

the objective function to be minimized consists of the his-

togram frequencies and the “elastic energy” of the surface

(which ensures a smooth result). Section 3 describes this

stage of the technique in detail. With a suitable choice of

cooling parameters, simulated annealing gives the globally

optimal solution. Another advantage of simulated anneal-

ing is that the associated cost function is based on a directly

interpretable quantity, namely histogram frequencies.

Other options for surface fitting include thin-plate

splines, Markov random fields, or simply fitting parametric

BRDFs such as the Wolff [17] model or the Phong model

[13]. It is also worth noting that polarization is not the only

method of surface normal estimation that could be used.

For example, four-source photometric stereo could be used,

which would help make the method more general to surface

type. These alternative methods will be studied further in

future work.

Using polarization analysis for BRDF estimation has

several advantages over most existing methods. Most no-

tably, because polarization allows for the direct calculation

of surface orientations, we do not need ground truth infor-

mation on the geometry of the material sample object. An-

other benefit of polarization analysis is that it allows en-

tirely image-based data processing, so there is no need for

structured light sources. Finally, we only make relatively

unrestrictive assumptions about the form of the reflectance

function being estimated. We do however, assume that the

surface is dielectric and is either smooth or only slightly

rough.

2. Estimating Surface Normals

Consider the reflection of a ray of light from a smooth

surface. Fresnel theory [5] provides a means to calculate

the ratio of the incident light intensity to the reflected light

intensity for a given angle of incidence. Further to this, if

the incident light is unpolarized, the theory predicts that the

reflected ray will become partially linearly polarized, again

depending on the angle of incidence.

In this paper, we study diffuse reflection, where light

penetrates the surface and is scattered internally before be-

ing re-emitted (in contrast to specular reflection, where the
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Figure 1. Relationship between the zenith angle and the degree of

polarization.

light is reflected from the surface directly). For diffuse re-

flection, Fresnel theory can be applied to light as it is re-

emitted from the medium into air [18]. This provides a re-

lation between the polarization state of the reflected light

and the angle of the reflection.

The standard approach to measure the polarization state

of reflected light is to take a succession of images of the re-

flecting surface with a polarizer placed in front of a camera

rotated to different angles. The measured intensity at each

pixel varies sinusoidally with the polarizer angle. By per-

forming (for example) a least squares fit on the measured

pixel brightnesses as a function of the polarizer angle, the

minimum and maximum intensities on the sinusoid, Imin

and Imax, can easily be determined. The angle of polariza-

tion, or phase angle, φ, can also be determined [10].

The polarization state can then be expressed using the

degree of polarization:

ρ = (Imax − Imin) / (Imax + Imin) (1)

Fresnel theory predicts that the degree of polarization is re-

lated to the reflectance angle, θ, and the refractive index, n,

by [10]

ρ =
(n − 1/n)

2
sin2 θ

2 + 2n2 − (n + 1/n)
2
sin2 θ + 4 cos θ

√

n2 − sin2 θ
(2)

We assume that the refractive index is 1.4 throughout this

work, which is a typical value. If a surface point is observed

such that the angle between its normal and the viewing di-

rection (the zenith angle) is θ, then the observed degree of

polarization is given by (2). Fig. 1 shows the relationship

between the degree of polarization and the zenith angle.

Fresnel theory has also been used to provide constraints

on the azimuth angles of the surface normals, α (the angles

of the projections of the normals onto the image plane) [10,

1]. These constraints are provided by the phase angle of the

reflected light, φ. It turns out that, for diffuse reflection, the

azimuth angle can be determined only ambiguously and is

either equal to the phase angle or differs by 180◦.

Fig. 2a shows a greyscale image of a porcelain bear

model. The degree of polarization and phase images are



a b c

Figure 2. (a) Greyscale image of a porcelain bear. (b) Degree of

polarization (dark areas indicate higher values). (c) phase (light

areas indicate larger angles).

Figure 3. Experimental arrangement.

shown in Figs. 2b and c respectively. These were calculated

using the standard method with the rotating linear polarizer

mentioned above. The zenith angles can then be estimated

at each pixel by numerically solving (2). The azimuth angle

is less straitforward to estimate due to the two-way ambi-

guity of 180◦. For this paper, we disambiguate the angles

using three light source directions, as shown in Fig. 3. This

simple method was inspired by standard photometric stereo

[19]. It is easy to show that the correct choice of azimuth

angle for pixel k is given by [2]

if φk <45◦ then αk =

{

φk if I (2)

k > I (1)

k

φk + 180◦ otherwise

if 45◦≤φk <135◦ then αk =

{

φk if I (3)

k > I (1)

k

φk + 180◦ otherwise

if 135◦≤φk then αk =

{

φk if I (3)

k > I (2)

k

φk + 180◦ otherwise
(3)

where I (1)

k , I (2)

k and I (3)

k refer to the pixel brightnesses mea-

sured under light sources 1, 2 and 3 respectively.

3. Two-dimensional BRDF Estimation

The aim of this section of the paper is to use simulated

annealing optimization to fit a 2D surface (a representation

of the BRDF) to the 3D histogram of surface normals and

pixel intensities. The starting point is the field of zenith and

azimuth angles estimated using the technique above, and

the measured pixel brightnesses, I . We will be referring to

this data collectively as a set of Cartesian triples:

D = {(θd, αd, Id) ; d = 1, 2...|D|} (4)

The BRDF, f (θi, θr, αi, αr), for a particular material is

the ratio of reflected radiance to incident irradiance for any

illumination and viewing directions. It is measured per unit

solid angle per unit foreshortened area and is usually given

by [4]

f (θi, θr, αi, αr) =
Lr (θr, αr)

Li (θi, αi) cos θidω
(5)

where the subscripts i and r denote incidence and re-

flectance, and dω is the differential solid angle subtended

by the light source.

We do not attempt to estimate the reflectance func-

tion directly, but instead estimate the radiance func-

tion, Lr (θi, θr, αi, αr). The radiance function incorpo-

rates the cos θ term in (5), so that Lr(θi, θr, αi, αr) ∝
f (θi, θr, αi, αr) cos θ. For the remainder of this paper, we

therefore concentrate on the estimation of the radiance func-

tion. The incident radiance is unknown since we work with

an uncalibrated light source. Consequently, we estimate the

reflected radiance up to an unknown constant. Throughout

this paper, all surfaces are assumed to exhibit isotropic re-

flectance properties.

3.1. Simulated Annealing Algorithm Paradigm

Simulated annealing can be stated generally as follows

[15]. Given a configuration space, a system state, s, and an

objective function, ε (s), simulated annealing finds the opti-

mum state sopt that minimizes ε (s). That is, the algorithm

searches for

sopt = argmin
s

ε(s) (6)

In our algorithm, sopt is to represent the BRDF, or strictly

speaking, the radiance function.

Let the current state of the system be s and the “neigh-

bour state” (i.e. the state after a perturbation) be s′. The

probability of accepting this new state is usually given by

the Boltzmann probability:

p
B

=

{

1 ∆ε ≤ 0
exp (−∆ε/T ) ∆ε > 0

(7)

where ∆ε = ε (s′) − ε (s) and T is the “temperature”.

The process of forming perturbations and accepting the new



state with probability p
B

continues as T is reduced (typi-

cally logarithmically) until the state converges.

3.2. Potential field

The technique must fit a surface, representing a 2D slice

of the BRDF, to 3D histogram data. The raw data for the

histogram comes from the set of Cartesian triples, D (4), ac-

quired using the method described in Section 2. Simulated

annealing is used by repeatedly perturbing the surface in-

side a “potential field” derived from the histogram. Clearly,

regions of the histogram with high frequencies should have

an associated low energy and vice-versa.

We now detail the steps necessary to acquire this poten-

tial field. Firstly, it is possible to increase the data density

in the histogram by noting that for isotropic surfaces

f (θ, αL − ∆α) = f (θ, αL + ∆α) (8)

where ∆α ∈ [0, 180◦) is the absolute difference between

the light source azimuth angle, αL, and the surface azimuth

angle, α. With this in mind, we replace our α values in D
with the reduced azimuth angles given by [2]

∆α = min (|α − αL|, 360◦ − |α − αL|) (9)

Define the histogram contents as HCa,b,c = |BCa,b,c|,
where

BCa,b,c =



















(θd, ∆αd, Id) ;

θd ∈
[

θ
(bin)

a − 90◦

2kmax
, θ

(bin)

a + 90◦

2kmax

)

∧

∆αd ∈
[

∆α
(bin)

b − 180◦

2kmax
, ∆α

(bin)

b + 180◦

2kmax

)

∧

Id ∈
[

I
(bin)

c − 255
2kmax

, I
(bin)

c + 255
2kmax

)



















(10)

Here, the sets {θ(bin)

a ; a=1, 2, ..kmax}, {∆α(bin)

b ; b=1, 2, ..kmax}
and {I (bin)

c ; c = 1, 2, ..kmax} are uniformly spaced bin centres

for zenith angles, reduced azimuth angles and intensities re-

spectively. We arbitrarily use kmax = 32 for this paper.

We wish to convert the histogram into a potential field,

Φ(HC), using as simple a means as possible in order to pre-

serve a direct a relation between the histogram frequency

and the energy. This is achieved by first negating the bin

contents, HC, so that greater bin contents correspond to

lower energies. The result is then convolved with a 3D

Gaussian smoothing kernel, Ξ. The original histogram fre-

quencies are then subtracted from this smoothed version.

This step ensures that the potential field corresponding to

non-zero histogram contents have significantly lower en-

ergy than surrounding areas. The potential field is, there-

fore, given by

Φ(HC) = −HC ∗ Ξ − HC (11)

where ∗ denotes the convolution operation. Fig. 4 shows a

potential field generated in this way.

3.3. Representation of the BRDF

The BRDF is to be represented in the simulated anneal-

ing paradigm by a discretely sampled set of points in Carte-

sian space, ŝ =
{

(θk,∆αk, Ik) , k = 1, 2, ...k2
max

}

. This

corresponds to the state s being optimized by (6). To fit

the optimum surface, we require an initial state for the sur-

face and a means to perturb the surface. It was found that,

for the completed algorithm, there was virtually no depen-

dance on the initial state. We therefore simply initialize

s as a plane with corners at the following co-ordinates:

(θ, ∆α, I) = (0, 0, 255), (90◦, 0, 0), (0, 180◦, 255) and

(90◦, 180◦, 0). The plane is sampled at kmax equally spaced

points for a given ∆α and at kmax equally spaced values of

∆α. This means that the number of points in the initial state

is k2
max

= 1024. This number is fixed throughout the anneal-

ing process.

Each perturbation is performed as follows. Let the points

in the perturbed state be ŝ′. We wish to disturb the surface

such that a random point is chosen as the epicentre of the

perturbation. Surrounding points are then disturbed by an
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Figure 4. A selection of slices of the potential field for a porcelain

object using θL = 45
◦ (lighter areas have higher energy).



amount that decreases with the distance to the epicentre.

The index of the random point is an integer chosen from a

uniform distribution in the interval
[

1, k2
max

]

.

We choose the perturbation to be Gaussian-like. That

is, the point chosen as the epicentre, (θepi, ∆αepi, Iepi), moves

the greatest distance, Υepi, and surrounding points move by

an amount that decays as a Gaussian. Consider the motion

of the epicentral point. To preserve the stochastic nature re-

quired for simulated annealing, we let the magnitude of the

perturbation, Υepi, also be chosen from a Gaussian distribu-

tion. We restrict the motion of any point, k, (at the epicen-

tre or otherwise) to be along the straight line that connects

the points (θk, ∆αk, Ik) and (0,∆αk, 0). In other words,

points on the surface can only move directly towards the

θ = I = 0 line or directly away from it. This ensures that

points remain evenly spread across the surface.

The Gaussian PDF used to select Υepi has zero mean.

When Υepi < 0, the perturbation is towards the θ = I = 0
line, while Υepi > 0 indicates the opposite. The distance

moved by point k is therefore

Υk =Υepi exp

(

−
(θepi−θk)

2
+(∆αepi−∆αk)

2
+(Iepi−Ik)

2

2σ2

)

(12)

where σ is the Gaussian standard deviation.

3.4. Energy of State

We now have the configuration space and move class re-

quired for simulated annealing. The next ingredient is a

means to calculate the energy of a particular state. The to-

tal energy of state that we use, εtot(ŝ), has two terms: the

“bin contents energy,” εbc(ŝ), derived from the histogram,

and the “elastic energy,” εel(ŝ), used to maintain a smooth

surface.

The bin contents energy is defined as the sum of the po-

tentials at each point on the current state. This energy is

therefore given by

εbc(ŝ) =

k2

max
∑

k=1

Φ (sk) (13)

where sk is a vector from the origin to the point ŝk in the

current solution and Φ(sk) is the potential at location sk.

The potential field, Φ, is fixed and given by (11). Using (13)

as the total energy of state, without the introduction of the

elastic term, we found that some areas of the fitted surfaces

become invariably and unrealistically irregular. We there-

fore introduce the elastic energy term, which we describe

below.

In general, the elastic energy of a surface [3] quanti-

fies its bending energy and is based on curvature. Larger

curvatures result in higher elastic energies, thus promoting

smooth solutions to the problem being solved. For our case,

Figure 5. A barycell (large shaded area) surrounding point sk. The

eight neighbouring points are {sl}, which are here bonded to sk

by dark broken lines (the light broken lines are used to bond other

points). The barycentres, B
−

kl
and B

+

kl
, chevron area, Akl, and

angles, ϑ
−

kl
and ϑ

+

kl
, associated with point sl are indicated.

the problem is to find a surface, S, embedded in R
3, that

minimizes the integral [6]

εel (S) =

∫

S

(

aκ2 + b
)

dA (14)

where κ is the mean curvature and dA is the differential unit

of surface area. The second term in (14) results in a multiple

of the area. We experimented with different values of b for

our work but found that there was negligible overall impact.

We therefore set a = 1 and b = 0, so our elastic energy

becomes

εel (S) =

∫

S

κ2dA (15)

To calculate the integral in (15), a method is needed

to approximate the mean curvature at any surface point.

Given the discrete nature of our problem, the curvature,

κk, at point k, is assumed to be constant over the area,

Ak, of the barycell that contains the point. A barycell,

as shown in Fig. 5, is defined as to connect the midpoints

of the “bonds” between sk with its eight neighbours and

the barycentres (centres of mass) of the triangles formed

by these neighbours. Consider the point at location sk =
(θk,∆αk, Ik)

T
. Let the point be bonded to eight neigh-

bours, {sl(k); l ∈ Nei(k)}. The neighbours, Nei(k), of a

particular point, k, are fixed throughout the annealing pro-

cess, and are defined as the eight closest points at the initial

state. Fixing the bonds in this manner means that it is un-

likely for any two points that are initially close together, to

drift far apart at low temperatures.

It can be shown [9] that the mean curvature of a surface

at point k can be calculated by

κk =
1

4A(tot)

k

∑

l∈Nei(k)

(

cot ϑ−

kl + cot ϑ+
kl

)

|sk − sl| (16)



where A(tot)

k is the barycell area for point k and the angles

ϑ−

kl and ϑ+
kl are defined in Fig. 5.

The barycentric cell area is calculated as follows. For

point sk, we have the set of neighbours, {sl; l ∈ Nei(k)}.

The barycell can be divided into a set of chevron shapes for

each l, one of which is highlighted in Fig. 5. If the area of

each chevron is Akl, then the total cell area is clearly

A(tot)

k =
∑

l∈Nei(k)

Akl

.

The location of the barycentres of the triangles associ-

ated with point k are

B
+
kl =

sk + sl + s
+
l

3
B

−

kl =
sk + sl + s

−

l

3
(17)

where s
+
l refers to the neighbouring point that appears next

in a clockwise direction and s
−

l is in the anti-clockwise di-

rection around sk. Using the vector product, we can write

A(tot)

k =
1

4

∑

l∈Nei(k)

(∣

∣(sl−sk)×
(

B
−

kl−sk

)∣

∣+
∣

∣(sl−sk)×
(

B
+
kl−sl

)∣

∣

)

(18)

Collectively, (16) to (18) allow for the calculation of a set

of mean curvatures for each point in ŝ. The elastic energy

of a state is then found using (15) where the differential area

is the barycell.

We now need to combine the bin contents energy, εbc(ŝ),
given by (13), with the elastic energy εel(ŝ), given by (15),

to give the total energy of state εtot(ŝ). We choose to con-

struct the total energy by using εbc(ŝ) as our starting point.

The elastic energy can then act as a multiplier so that the

energy increases for rougher surfaces. Since the elastic en-

ergy εel(ŝ) has a minimum of zero and we would like the

total energy to be equal to the bin contents energy for the

smoothest possible surface (a plane), the following form is

adopted:

εtot(ŝ) = εbc(ŝ) (εel(ŝ) + 1) (19)

3.5. Fine Tuning

This section concludes with a discussion of a few details

to help the algorithm obtain best results. These include extra

constraints on the BRDF and the choice of parameters for

the cooling schedule.

Shadow Boundary Constraint

It is possible to provide an extra constraint on the BRDF

by consideration of the shadow boundary. Under the distant

light source assumption, the unit vector in the direction of

the light source, at any point, is

nL =





cos αL sin θL

sin αL sin θL

cos θL



 (20)

Taking the scalar product of this and the normal vector, and

noting that in shadowed areas the angle between these two

vectors exceeds 90◦, we arrive at the following condition:

cot θ + tan θL cos (∆α − αL) ≥ 0 (21)

If this condition is not met, then that part of the surface must

be in shadow.

The condition in (21) is applied by detecting points in the

current state, ŝ, that do not satisfy this condition and map-

ping them onto the nearest point in the potential field where

the condition is satisfied. Note that this does not overcome

the problem of cast shadows. These occur where one part

of the surface casts a shadow over another part that would

otherwise be illuminated.

Monotonicity Constraint

Previous studies [11] have shown that most BRDFs are

monotonic in ∆α for a given zenith angle. That is, the fol-

lowing inequality can be enforced:

∂f(θ, ∆α)

∂(∆α)
≤ 0 ∀ ∆α, θ (22)

This is used as a final constraint, which is appended to the

end of the algorithm. It turned out that the simulated anneal-

ing algorithm returned BRDFs that largely satisfy this con-

dition anyway, so we enforce the constraint using as simple

a method as possible. The following transformation was

applied to achieve this task:

I
(θ)
i ← max

{

I
(θ)
j ; j = i, i + 1, ...imax

}

(23)

where
{

I
(θ)
i ; i = 1, 2, ...imax

}

is the set of intensities for

points in ŝ with zenith angle θ (actually within a small range

of θ). The indices i in
{

I
(θ)
i

}

run such that ∆αi+1 >

∆αi ∀ i. The algorithm also smooths the data by applying

moving averages to the set
{

I
(θ)
i

}

to remove any sudden

gradient variations.

Temperature Control

There are three aspects of temperature control that must

be considered in simulated annealing algorithms: the ini-

tial temperature, the cooling schedule and the convergence

criterion. We currently use the following simple rule as a

convergence criterion: when the fraction of transition prob-

abilities equal to zero (< 0.01) exceeds 75% as the temper-

ature drops by an order of magnitude, then the surface has

converged. To guarantee convergence to the global mini-

mum, the initial temperature must be set high and the rate

of temperature reduction should be very low. All our re-

sults were obtained using an initial temperature of 10 and a

cooling factor of 0.999.

In future work, the initial temperature could be set using

a few random perturbations to estimate a small number of
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Figure 6. Annealing progression from an initial state at T = 10 to a final state at T = 0.01. Points not connected by lines are at locations

with zero bin contents energy.

a b

Figure 7. Spheres rendered using the BRDFs estimated from the

bear model with (a) θL = 45
◦ and (b) θL = 60

◦. The white lines

indicate the calculated shadow boundary.

∆ε values. These values could then be used with (7), allow-

ing to set an initial temperature that would give an even dis-

tribution of probabilities. The choice of the cooling factor

is more difficult. Its selection should ideally be determined

by the specific application. If efficiency is important, then a

lower value should be adopted compared to when this is not

the case.

4. Experiments

The results presented in this section use the illumina-

tion configuration shown in Fig. 3. The laboratory walls

were matte black so there were no environmental inter-

reflections. Fig. 6 shows the state, ŝ, of the surface, at var-

ious temperatures during the annealing process when ap-

plied to the porcelain bear model from Fig. 2. The large in-

dentation to the upper-right of the initial state is due to the

enforcement of the shadow boundary constraint (21). The

algorithm took approximately three minutes to run.

Fig. 7 shows two spheres that were rendered using the ra-

diance functions calculated from the porcelain bear. Here,

we used both θL = 45◦ and θL = 60◦. Fig. 8 shows a

comparison of the intensities predicted by the estimated ra-

diance functions and ground truth (estimating using an ob-

ject of known shape). Figs. 7 and 8 together, show that

the method has recovered the BRDF well enough for visu-

ally realistic rendering, but that more work is needed before

it can be used for high-precision computer vision applica-

tions.

We have also conducted experiments with colour im-
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Figure 8. Intensities as a function of the distance from the rendered

sphere centre in (a) the vertical direction (in relation to Fig. 7) and

(b) the horizontal direction. The thick lines indicate ground truth

while the thin lines are the estimates. Solid lines have θL = 45
◦

and broken lines have θL = 60
◦.

a b

Figure 9. (a) Image of a slightly rough yellow plastic duck. (b)

Sphere rendered using the recovered BRDF.

ages. These involved applying the algorithm independently

to each of the red, green and blue colour channels. One

problem encountered with the independent estimations for

each colour channel was that the colour balance present in

the raw images did not always match that in the recovered

BRDFs. A simple method we adopted to counter this is-

sue was to linearly rescale the colour components of the

BRDFs. This was done in such a way that the total colour

ratios in the BRDFs matched the ratios in the raw image.

The colour BRDFs have been estimated for a yellow

plastic duck and an orange under conditions where θL =
45◦. Fig. 9 shows the estimated BRDF of the plastic duck,

the surface of which is slightly rough. The rendered image

looks realistic and appears to be made of the same material

as the object. Since the object is slightly translucent, a small

part of object at the base is visible where it would otherwise

have been in shadow.

Fig. 10 shows results for an orange. On this occasion the
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Figure 10. (a) Image of an orange. (b) Sphere rendered using the

recovered BRDF.
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Figure 11. Intensities of the rendered spheres of the duck (thin

solid line) and the orange (thin broken line). (a) relates to verti-

cal cross-sections of the spheres while (b) is for horizontal cross-

sections. The Lambertian curve is also shown (thick broken line).

texture and roughness have caused greater problems for the

algorithm and the results are less impressive. In particular,

the colour balance is still incorrect for a few small regions.

This is mainly due to the sparsity of data in certain regions

of the histogram. Despite this, the results show good poten-

tial for the technique, even for these complicated surfaces.

The greyscale intensities of cross-sections of the plastic

and orange rendered spheres are plotted in Fig. 11. The

figure also shows the intensities predicted by the Lamber-

tian model. Note that the greyscale versions of the BRDFs

are approximately the same for the horizontal cross-section.

Note also that they take a form which is more complicated

than one would expect. A potential method to overcome

this, is to fit the data to a theoretical model, such as the

Oren-Nayar BRDF [12].

5. Conclusion

This paper has presented a new method for reflectance

function estimation, which relies on polarization informa-

tion. The method first estimates the surface zenith and az-

imuth angles based on the degree of polarization and the

phase angle of the reflected light. The proposed algorithm

then constructs the 3D histogram of surface angles and pixel

brightnesses. A surface is then fitted to this data using sim-

ulated annealing and elastica. The result is a 2D function

which can predict the reflected radiance for any zenith and

azimuth angle combinations for the given illumination.

The results are promising and allowed for good image

rendering for porcelain and plastic. In future work, we will

use a greater range of light source positions to increase both

the density of the histogram data and the portion of the

BRDF estimated (e.g. to incorporate the incident light di-

rection into the recovered radiance function).
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